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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

Ultra-sensitive polymer detects explosive devices
A chemical that’s often the key ingredient in improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) can be quickly and safely
detected in trace amounts by a new polymer created by
a team of Cornell chemists. The polymer, which
potentially could be used in low-cost, handheld
explosive detectors and could supplement or replace
bomb-sniffing dogs, was invented in the lab of William
Dichtel, assistant professor of chemistry and chemical biology. Read more

Bag's-eye view of Changi Airport
It is by no sheer good fortune that the baggage handling
system at Singapore's Changi Airport is consistently rated
among the world's best. Costing $140 million to install, the
high-tech system at Terminal 3 can handle 10,400 bags per
hour. Amazingly, it is run by just two operators and one
supervisor in the control room. Read more

Ben Gurion airport set to automate luggage security
Israel’s main international airport is set to begin trials of a new automated baggage
security system that will cut down on the time passengers spend waiting in line to
check in their luggage. The new system, called Hold Baggage Screening, or HBS, is slated
to replace the current airport security system, which is based on questioning
passengers, assessing risk by profiling and opening bags. Read more

Insurgents attack military side of Kabul airport
Insurgents on Monday attacked the military side of Kabul's
international airport, which houses a NATO headquarters,
and explosions and gunfire were occurring, Afghan army
and police said. The airport was closed to all civilian air
traffic because of the attack, an airport official said. Read
more

Perth Airport security staff extend strike
Security screening staff at Perth Airport's Qantas terminal have extended their strike
for another 48 hours after their employer locked out staff and refused a union wage
demand. The workers, who say they have been offered lower wages than their
Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide counterparts, started the industrial action on
Tuesday. Read more
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Fighting terrorism: Do 'deradicalisation' camps really work?
Thousands of militants around the world are enrolled in
deradicalisation schemes designed to lead them away
from extremism. But doubts are growing about how
effective they are. Shabhaz Ahmed has a story to tell. It
is an old story, one told by many men at many different
Is this the way to beat extremism?
times. It is about going to war, training, fighting in a
foreign land, watching friends die and finally returning home, disillusioned by defeat.
Read more

Afghan President says 'war on terror' may encourage radical Islam
Afghanistan President Hamid Karzai said in the US-Islamic World
Forum held in Doha, the Muslim world was "in turmoil" and
wondered whether the "war on terror" led by the United States
since 2001 was to blame for the radicalization. Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior
Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

UK foils 'nail bomb and shotgun' revenge terror plot targeting EDL
An Islamist terror cell planned to attack a British white
power demonstration using a combination of homemade
nail bombs, knives and sawn-off shotguns. The plan was
only narrowly averted by the group’s own incompetence.
The Birmingham-based gang had intended to attack an
English Defence League (EDL) rally in June last year, with the stash of weaponry. Read
more

EU naval warship rescues 14 Indian sailors after hijack
The European Union anti-piracy taskforce has rescued 14 Indian sailors who were about
to be hijacked by Somali pirates. Operation Commander of the EU Naval Force Somalia
(EUNAVFOR), said the Indians were rescued by the EU warships after the pirates who
took control of their cargo vessel abandoned the attack in the Gulf of Aden. Read more

Giant X-ray leads fight against EU cigarette smugglers
Revenue and customs failed to meet any of its targets
on reducing the smuggling of illicit tobacco into the UK
over the last year according to a report from the
National Audit Office. The report says the department
has made progress in some areas but failed to seize as
many cigarettes or prevent as much revenue being lost
as it said it would. Video Report

Trafficker jailed, caned for selling drugs to school students
A drug trafficker, who sold cannabis mainly to students of
international schools, was sentenced to eight years' jail and five
strokes of the cane by a district court. Selvam V. Katorain, 39,
pleaded guilty to trafficking and consumption charges. Read
more

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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